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ABSTRACT

A set of 21 cases in which an isolated supercell merged with a squall line were identified and investigated

using analyses from the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model, archived data from the Weather Surveillance

Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) network, and severe storm reports. This analysis revealed two primary

environments associated with these mergers: a weak synoptic forcing, weak to moderate shear environment

(WF) and a strong synoptic forcing, strong shear environment (SF). These environments bear a strong re-

semblance to those identified for progressive (WF) and serial (SF) derechoes in past studies. Radar reflectivity

data revealed a spectrum of storm evolution patterns that generally lead to the merged system organizing as

a bow echo. At one extreme, observed exclusively in the WF environment, the entire squall line evolved into

a large bow echo following the merger. At the other extreme, observed for several cases in the SF environ-

ment, a localized bowing segment developed embedded within the larger squall line. The remaining cases

exhibited characteristics best described as a hybrid of these extremes. Storm rotation generally weakened and

became concentrated in low levels following the merger, although the exact evolution differed between the

two background environments. Finally, an analysis of storm reports revealed that hail reports were maximized

premerger and severe wind reports postmerger in both environments, while the distribution of tornado re-

ports varied. In the WF environment a larger fraction of tornado reports occurred postmerger, while tornado

production was maximized premerger in the SF environment. This suggests an evolving severe weather threat

during the course of the merger, the details of which depend on the background environment.

1. Introduction

It has been observed that different organizational

modes of convective storms tend to be associated with

different severe weather threats (e.g., Gallus et al. 2008).

Generally speaking, significant tornadoes and large hail

often occur with supercell thunderstorms (e.g., Doswell

and Burgess 1993; Davies-Jones et al. 2001) whereas

widespread damaging straight-line winds are more fre-

quently produced by linear modes, particularly bow ech-

oes (e.g., Fujita 1978; Przybylinski 1995). In light of

this, severe weather forecasters try to anticipate the

predominant mode of organization that storms will

take once they form, and how that mode may evolve

over time. This can help them anticipate which severe

weather hazards may occur and how those hazards may

change with time. This becomes complicated, however,

in cases where multiple organizational modes are present

within a localized area (e.g., French and Parker 2008),

especially when these modes merge into a single sys-

tem. The present work seeks to improve our under-

standing of these situations, by investigating the effect

that mergers between isolated supercells and squall

lines have on storm organization and severe weather

production.

Background

The majority of the past literature dealing with squall

line–supercell mergers has consisted of observation-based

analyses of individual cases, many of which produced

significant tornadoes. Goodman and Knupp (1993) in-

vestigated a case from November 1989 wherein a merger

between a squall line and an isolated supercell coincided

with the development of a tornado rated F4 on the
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Fujita scale that struck Huntsville, Alabama. Using re-

gional composite radar data, observations from a nearby

surface mesonet, and visual observations of the storm,

the authors demonstrated that tornadogenesis appeared

to coincide with an interaction between the supercell

and the gust front associated with the squall line’s cold

pool. Furthermore, these observations also showed a

‘‘distortion’’ of the squall line’s gust front, resulting from

the merger. As the squall line approached the supercell,

forward progress of its gust front slowed in the vicinity of

the merger and accelerated south of the merger location,

effectively appearing to ‘‘wrap around’’ the supercell’s

mesocyclone. This suggests that the supercell altered the

structure of the squall line during the merger process.

Additional studies also suggest a propensity for the su-

percell to play a dominant role in the merger process.

Wolf (1998) analyzed what he described as the ‘‘un-

expected evolution’’ of a merger between a supercell and

bow echo that produced a large high-precipitation su-

percell, and continued to produce tornadoes for over

an hour after the merger. Similar results were presented

in Sabones et al. (1996) and Wolf et al. (1996), both of

which documented interactions between squall lines or

bowing line segments and supercells coinciding with

tornadogenesis.

Squall-line–supercell mergers are not always associ-

ated with significant tornadoes, nor do they always pro-

mote sustained supercell structures. Several studies have

also documented merger events that lead to the de-

velopment of bow echoes. Fujita (1978) and Sieveking

and Przybylinski (2004) both discussed cases where

mergers between supercells and developing bow ech-

oes appear to enhance the bow echo and produced

widespread damaging winds. In these cases either little

(Sieveking and Przybylinski 2004) or no (Fujita 1978)

tornado damage was reported with the merged system.

Additionally, Calianese et al. (2002) discussed a case

where a merger between a bow echo and high-precipitation

(HP) supercell produced significant flash flooding in the

Dallas–Fort Worth, Texas, metro area, illustrating the

variety of hazards posed by these merger events. All

three of these cases exemplify events where the post-

merger storm evolution closely resembled that commonly

observed with bow echoes. It is not surprising that mergers

between line segments and supercells lead to the de-

velopment of bow echoes, as past work has shown that

the often-observed evolution of HP supercells to bow

echoes (e.g., Moller et al. 1990, 1994) may be related to

storm mergers in the more general sense (e.g., Klimowski

et al. 2004; Finley et al. 2001). In particular, Finley et al.

(2001) found that enhanced precipitation following the

merger strengthened the supercell’s cold pool, leading to

the development of the bow echo.

Thus, a review of previous works on the subject of

squall-line–supercell mergers reveals a variety of out-

comes that can produce a variety of severe weather

threats. A broader examination of a larger number of

cases seems warranted to develop an understanding of

the common patterns of evolution associated with squall-

line–supercell mergers, and what they mean for severe

weather production. It would be useful to also further our

understanding of storm evolution in cases where super-

cells merge with well-organized squall lines that are

clearly larger in scale than the supercell. The present

study looks to address both of these topics by examining

a set of 21 cases wherein at least one supercell merges

with a well-organized squall line.

Section 2 details the data and methods used in the

study. In section 3 we introduce two common background

environments associated with our merger cases, and dis-

cuss the convective organizations, and severe weather

production associated with these environments. Finally,

in section 4, we synthesize these results in light of past

work and provide some concluding remarks and avenues

for future study.

2. Data and methods

Candidate squall-line–supercell merger cases were

initially identified using archived regional-scale com-

posite radar reflectivity data maintained online by the

Microscale and Mesoscale Meteorology (MMM) division

at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)

(http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/imagearchive/). Data were re-

viewed from 2006 to 2010, focusing on the months of April,

May, and June and the central United States (including the

states of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa,

Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, Colorado, and Wyom-

ing). This time period was of interest so that we could

make use of analyses from the 20-km horizontal-grid-

spacing Rapid Update Cycle (RUC; Benjamin et al. 2004)

mesoscale model, as detailed below. To be included,

a case needed to contain persistent (present at a quasi-

steady intensity for at least an hour prior to the merger),

linear (defined as length-to-width ratio . 5:1), and iso-

lated cellular structures that eventually merged. These

cases were then further interrogated using single-site

Weather Surveillance Radar 1988-Doppler (WSR-88D;

Crum and Alberty 1993) reflectivity and radial velocity

data in order to confirm that the individual cells identified

were indeed supercells (e.g., contained a mesocyclone

and relevant reflectivity structures such as hook echoes

and/or weak echo regions), and that the two modes

actually merged, which was not always clear given the

coarser (approximately 15–30 min) temporal resolu-

tion of the composite data. A merger was defined as
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a permanent union of the 40-dBZ radar reflectivity

contours associated with the squall line and supercell.

This resulted in 18 merger cases, which we supplemented

with three additional cases from outside of the 2006–2010

date range in order to increase the sample size. These

additional cases met all of the meteorological criteria

for a merger, but occurred outside of the nominal geo-

graphic and temporal region outlined above. This in-

creased the total to 21 cases, and a total of 29 merger

events (due to some cases presenting multiple mergers;

Table 1).

Our primary dataset for analysis was archived level II

WSR-88D reflectivity and velocity data. For each case,

data were obtained from all relevant radar sites to cover

the duration of the event. These data were processed

using the Warning Decision Support System-Integrated

Information (WDSS-II; Lakshmanan et al. 2007) soft-

ware developed collaboratively by the National Severe

Storms Laboratory and the University of Oklahoma.

The initial processing included quality controlling radar

reflectivity to remove nonmeteorological echoes, deal-

iasing the radial velocity fields, and calculating azimuthal

shear and radial divergence from the dealiased velocity

data. WDSS-II uses a two-dimensional, local, linear least

squares derivative technique to calculate these last two

fields, which tends to be more tolerant of noisy data and is

less dependent on a feature’s position relative to the radar

than other methods for calculating rotational and di-

vergence signatures (Smith and Elmore 2004). The

azimuthal shear data were then subjectively sorted to

separate data associated with the premerger supercell,

the premerger squall line, and the final merged system.

This allowed us to calculate some statistics and time

series data for the individual modes. Finally, to better

facilitate comparison between cases, the reflectivity,

dealiased velocity, and azimuthal shear data were in-

terpolated onto constant-height grids, using the WDSS-II

algorithm described by Lakshmanan et al. (2006). This

was done to remove the range dependence of the height

of the radar beam that occurs when viewing individual

radar tilts and, thus, facilitate comparisons between cases

where storms and mergers were at varying distances from

the radar.

The hourly analysis fields from the RUC (Benjamin

et al. 2004) forecast model were used to investigate the

background environments associated with our merger

cases. These data are desirable as they provide a com-

plete three-dimensional picture of the atmosphere on an

hourly time scale, as well as at 20-km horizontal grid

spacing. This provides much higher spatial and temporal

resolutions than can be found from observed radiosonde

soundings alone. Furthermore, these data have been used

extensively in the study of mesoscale phenomena, and

found to have small errors when compared with available

observations (e.g., Thompson et al. 2003; Benjamin et al.

2004). We used the RUC analyses to categorize each case

based on its synoptic environment, as will be discussed in

in section 3b. Prior to using these data, we qualitatively

examined them for any apparent ‘‘contamination’’ due to

unphysical simulated convective effects. While in some

cases outflow boundaries associated with ongoing con-

vection were present (as will be discussed in section 3b),

we did not find any apparent signals of parameterized

convection compromising these grids. To facilitate

comparisons between cases, the RUC data for each

case were first rotated so that the east–west axis was

parallel to the mean squall-line motion over the 1-h

time period centered on the merger. We then interpolated

the rotated data onto a 1400 km 3 1400 km grid (also

with 20-km horizontal grid spacing) centered in time and

space on the merger. These interpolated grids were used

to examine individual cases and to create mean plots for

the two primary synoptic environments discussed in the

next section. For four cases, the 20-km RUC analyses

were unavailable, and in their stead the analysis fields

from the 40-km grid-spacing RUC model (two cases), and

32-km grid-spacing North American Regional Reanalysis

[NARR; Mesinger et al. (2006); two cases] were used to

characterize the background environments.

Finally, to evaluate the hypothesis that these types

of merger events produce an evolving severe weather

threat, we examined severe weather reports from the

National Climate Data Center Storm Events Database

associated with each of our cases. We subjectively sorted

the reports, using radar data to identify which reports

temporally and spatially corresponded to the premerger

supercells, the premerger squall line (i.e., within ap-

proximately 50 km of the eventual merger location in the

along-line direction), and the postmerger system (again,

within 50 km along the squall line of the merger loca-

tion). Reports from nearby storms not involved in the

merger were excluded. The report times were converted

to a merger-relative time framework (i.e., minutes

TABLE 1. Number of merger events categorized by convective

organization (system-scale bowing, hybrid, embedded bowing, and

other) and background environment. The total number of merger

events is larger than the total number of cases owing to some cases

producing multiple merger events.

Observed evolution Weakly forced Strongly forced

System-scale bowing 8 0

Hybrid 2 8

Embedded bowing 0 4

Other 2 5

Total merger events 12 17

Total cases 11 10
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before or after the onset of the merger) to facilitate

comparison between cases. The limitations to the storm

events dataset have been well documented in the litera-

ture (e.g., Doswell and Burgess 1988; Witt et al. 1998;

Weiss et al. 2002; Doswell et al. 2005; Verbout et al. 2006;

Trapp et al. 2006); however, this dataset still remains the

most complete source of data of this type. We will address

some of these specific limitations, and our attempts to

lessen their impact on our results, in section 3e.

3. Results

a. Overview

One of the primary goals of investigating a large

number of cases was to try to find commonalities asso-

ciated with these types of squall-line–supercell merger

events. In reviewing the single-site radar reflectivity

data, we found that in an overwhelming majority of the

merger events (22 of the 29 identified) the postmerger

evolution was characterized by the development of

some type of bow echo (Fujita 1978) structure (the

system-scale bowing, hybrid, and embedded bowing

rows in Table 1). The remaining cases (the ‘‘other’’ row

in Table 1) showed a variety of patterns of evolution,

ranging from the supercell being absorbed into the squall

line and dissipating, to the merged system evolving into

a large supercell. While the evolution toward bow echoes

was a common occurrence, we found that rather than

falling into clear evolutionary archetypes, these events

instead tend to fall within a spectrum of convective evo-

lutions, as will be discussed in section 3c. We found it

more informative, and deemed it potentially more useful

in the forecasting sense, to organize our cases based upon

the characteristics of their background environments.

Cases were subjectively grouped based on the strength

of the synoptic-scale forcing, similar to the method of

Evans and Doswell (2001) and could be classified by

one of two general environments: a weakly forced (WF)

synoptic environment characterized by a low-amplitude

500-hPa trough and a weak or nonexistent surface cy-

clone in the vicinity of the merger, and a strongly forced

(SF) synoptic environment characterized by a high-

amplitude 500-hPa trough, and a mature surface cy-

clone in the vicinity of the merger. This classification

scheme resulted in 11 WF cases (the weakly forced col-

umn in Table 1) and 10 SF cases (the strongly forced

column in Table 1). The details of these environments are

presented in the next section.

b. Background environment

The mean WF environment at the time of merger is

characterized by a low-amplitude 500-hPa short-wave

trough to the west of the merger location, with a

15–20 m s21 wind maximum over the merger location

(Fig. 1a). The primary surface feature is a weak warm

front oriented nearly parallel to the squall-line motion

extending through the merger location (Fig. 2a). Also

notable is the absence of a deep surface cyclone and

attendant cold front. These mean surface features were

consistent with observations from many of the individual

cases, as the merger occurred near or along a warm front

in six of the cases analyzed (Figs. 3a,c,d,f,g,h), while cold

fronts or drylines were only present in four cases, pri-

marily well away from the merger (Figs. 3c,d,g,h). Given

the proximity of these storms to the warm front, it is

possible that they were at least partially feeding on air

from the cold side of the boundary; however, the pres-

ence of cold pools evident in surface observations and

RUC data (e.g., Figs. 3b,g,h) leads us to believe that many

of these storms remained surface based, at least through

the merger process. The details of the upper-air patterns

associated with these cases were considerably more var-

iable than the surface pattern (e.g., Fig. 3), which ac-

counts for the larger standard deviation in the mean plot

(Fig. 1c). These patterns ranged from a closed low (e.g.,

Fig. 3d) to zonal flow (e.g., Fig. 3f), but the common

characteristic was the generally weak upper-level trough-

ing, implying weak synoptic forcing.

All told, this synoptic pattern bears a strong re-

semblance to the to the ‘‘progressive derecho’’ envi-

ronment identified by Johns and Hirt (1987), and the

‘‘warm season’’ bow-echo environment discussed by

Johns (1993), both of which were characterized by warm

fronts at the surface and a weak upper-level synoptic

forcing. These types of environments favor long-lived,

isolated bow echoes, that are primarily cold-pool driven

rather forced along a synoptic boundary. Notably, there is

evidence of large cold pools in the RUC data for three of

our WF cases (Figs. 3b,g,h), consistent with what is ex-

pected for weaker synoptic forcing.

In contrast to the WF environment, the mean SF en-

vironment is characterized by a high-amplitude 500-hPa

trough west of the merger with a 30 m s21 upper-level

jet impinging on the merger location (Fig. 1b). Ac-

cordingly, a strong surface cyclone was also present,

with the mean merger location in the warm sector just

ahead of the ‘‘triple point’’ intersection of the dryline

and the cold and warm fronts (Fig. 2b). This matches

well the merger occurring in the warm sector, ahead of

the triple point in most of the SF cases (Figs. 4b,c,d,e,f,g,h),

although slight differences in the exact location of the low

pressure center and boundaries resulted in the compara-

tively large standard deviations in Fig. 2c. The presence of

the cold front and dryline appeared to be important to the

development of the squall line in these cases, as analysis of
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surface observations and radar finelines (not shown)

often revealed the squall line developing along the cold

front. In several cases the squall line was observed to

develop quite rapidly in the region where the cold front

was overtaking the dryline (e.g., Figure 4b,d,f). The

supercells in these cases typically developed prior to

the squall line, often originating along the dryline and

then moving into the warm sector. This is similar to the

findings of French and Parker (2008), who found that

variations in forcing strength played a role in triggering

a squall line and a group of supercells in a nonmerger

multimode case.

FIG. 1. Mean RUC analysis 500-hPa height (m, contours) wind barbs (m s21; half barb 5 2.5 m s21, full barb 5

5 m s21, flag 5 25 m s21), and wind speed (m s21, shaded as shown) for the (a) WF and (b) SF environments.

Standard deviation of the 500-hPa height (contours, m) and wind speed (shaded, m s21) for the (c) WF and (d) SF

environments. The black 3 in each panel marks the mean merger location.
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This synoptic environment is quite similar to the

‘‘serial derecho’’ pattern of Johns and Hirt (1987)

and the ‘‘dynamic’’ bow-echo environment of Johns

(1993). Particularly, the strong linear surface forcing

along the cold front suggests an environment more

favorable for comparatively longer squall lines with

embedded bowing segments, rather than a single, large

bow echo. In addition, as noted by Johns (1993), this

environment shares a number of similarities with the

‘‘classic’’ Great Plains tornado outbreak pattern, which

would suggest that sustained supercell structures may

also be favored.

FIG. 2. Mean RUC analysis sea level pressure (hPa, solid contours), surface temperature (8C, shaded as shown),

dewpoint temperature (8C, dashed contours), and 10-m AGL winds (m s21, wind barbs as in Fig. 1) for the (a) WF and

(b) SF environments. Standard deviation of sea level pressure (hPa, contours) and surface temperature (8C, shaded as

shown) for the (c) WF and (d) SF environments. The black 3 in each panel marks the mean merger location.
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FIG. 3. (a)–(h) Environmental parameters from RUC analysis data associated with the WF cases. Plotted fields include 500-hPa height

(m, black contours), 0–6-km shear vector (m s21, wind barbs as in Fig. 1), and locations of surface low pressure center, warm fronts, cold

fronts, and drylines, using traditional notation. The dashed lines in (b), (h), and (i) denote cold pools associated with the squall line present

in the RUC analysis. The black 3 in each panel marks the merger location.
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for SF cases.
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As a final comparison of the WF and SF environ-

ments, some common severe weather parameters were

computed from near-merger proximity soundings cre-

ated for each case using the RUC data (Figs. 5 and 6).

The two environments were quite similar thermody-

namically, with median most unstable convective avail-

able potential energy (MUCAPE) values differing by

only 500 J kg21 and a good deal of overlap between the

interquartile ranges (Fig. 5a). The most unstable con-

vective inhibition (MUCIN) was similar for both en-

vironments (Fig. 5b), although the WF environment

skewed toward slightly larger values owing to several

cases where the merger occurred along a warm front

rather than in the warm sector (e.g., Figs. 3a,c,f,g,h).

Parameters related to the vertical wind shear more

clearly differentiated the environments, as the SF envi-

ronment contained larger 0–6-km shear (Fig. 6a), 0–1-km

storm-relative helicity (SRH; Fig. 6b), and 0–3-km SRH

(Fig. 6c). All told, this suggests that the SF environment

more strongly favors supercells (large 0–6-km shear and

0–3-km SRH) and possibly tornadoes [large 0–1-km

SRH, e.g., Rasmussen and Blanchard (1998); Thompson

et al. (2003)]. The deep-layer shear values in the WF

environment were generally toward the lower end ex-

pected for supercells (17–24 m s21; Fig. 6a), but within

the range commonly observed for echo organizations

(Doswell and Evans 2003). However, for many of the

cases the 0–3-km SRH was sufficient to support su-

percells (Fig. 6c), suggesting the low-level shear may

have been more important in these cases. Given that

many of the WF mergers occurred along a warm front,

we hypothesize that the high-SRH air located along the

frontal boundary may have been important in sustain-

ing supercells structures in this environment (e.g.,

Markowski et al. 1998). The median 0–1-km SRH for

the WF environment (Fig. 6b) was less than that gen-

erally observed for tornadic supercells (Thompson

et al. 2003), suggesting a lower likelihood of tornadic

storms in this environment.

To summarize, the mean WF environment was char-

acterized by a weak upper-level trough, and the merger

tended to occur along a warm front. These cases gen-

erally had 0–6-km bulk shear toward the lower end of

FIG. 5. Box-and-whiskers plots of (a) MUCAPE (J kg21) and (b)

MUCIN (J kg21). Boxes denote the 25th–75th percentiles, with the

horizontal line inside the box indicating the median value. Vertical

lines (whiskers) extend to the 10th and 90th percentiles.

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for (a) 0–6-km AGL bulk wind shear

(m s21), and (b) 0–1- and (c) 0–3-km AGL SRH (m2 s22).
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the range observed for supercells, with sufficient SRH to

support supercells, but not necessarily tornadoes. On

the other hand, the mean SF environment was charac-

terized by a deep upper-level trough west of the merger,

which usually occurred in the warm sector of a surface

cyclone in the vicinity of the triple-point intersection

of the surface boundaries. The vertical wind shear and

storm relative helicity were generally much larger in this

environment, favoring supercell structures, and poten-

tially tornadoes. Notably, the mean synoptic features

associated with the WF and SF environments (e.g., Figs.

1 and 2) share many similarities to those commonly as-

sociated with different organizations of bow echoes

(Johns and Hirt 1987; Johns 1993). In particular, the

background synoptic pattern and vertical wind shear in

the WF environment would traditionally favor large, iso-

lated bow echoes, while the synoptic pattern and vertical

wind shear in the SF environment are more favorable for

large squall lines with embedded bowing segments. As will

be shown next, these expected squall-line organizations

are very similar to the observed postmerger storm mor-

phologies in the WF and SF environments.

c. Reflectivity analysis

As mentioned earlier, the reflectivity structures asso-

ciated with these merger events can best be described as

covering a spectrum of convective patterns of evolution

that frequently produce bow-echo structures (Table 1).

At one extreme, after the merger, the entire squall line

evolved into a large bow echo, as illustrated in Fig. 7a

and the example in Figs. 8a–e. We have termed this

evolution system-scale bowing (SSB). It was observed

exclusively in the WF environment and was the most

common evolution in that environment (Table 1). In

these cases, the squall line and supercell tend to have

similar directions of motion (Fig. 7a, t 5 1) and the

merger typically results from the squall line overtaking

the supercell. As it approaches the supercell, the squall

line tends to slow its eastward progress and weaken

north of the eventual merger location1 (Fig. 7a, t 5 2).

The squall line typically merges with the rear flank of

the supercell, leading first to a Y-shaped echo (as the

forward-flank precipitation associated with the super-

cell continues to extend eastward from the squall line;

Fig. 7a, t 5 3; Fig. 8c). On average, the merger process

itself (i.e., the time between the initial union of 40-dBZ

echo and the supercell becoming completely merged

with the squall line) takes approximately 25 min for the

SSB evolution. As the merger progresses, it is associated

with an increase in radar reflectivity values near and

south of the merger location, and the squall line begins

to take on an S shape (Fig. 7a, t 5 4; Fig. 8d). Eventually

a swirl pattern becomes evident near the north end

of the squall line and the bowing becomes more pro-

nounced (Fig. 7a, t 5 5). By this point, the merger lo-

cation–remnant supercell now represents the north end

of the squall line, and any remaining radar echoes north

of this point have weakened considerably. Typically, a

large comma-shaped echo (Fujita 1978) emerges as the

bowing structure becomes most evident within 1–2 h

following the merger (Fig. 7a, t 5 6; Fig. 8e).

This pattern of evolution typically occurs in cases

where a single supercell was present and merged with

the squall line, and the postmerger evolution appears

similar to that detailed in several past studies (e.g.,

Fujita 1978; Sieveking and Przybylinski 2004). Addi-

tionally, there are a number of qualitative similarities

between the reflectivity structures in the SSB evolution,

and those associated with the often-observed high-

precipitation supercell–bow-echo transition (e.g., Moller

et al. 1990; Moller et al. 1994). This includes the de-

velopment of strong bowing south of the remnant su-

percell circulation and the presence of swirl patterns in

the reflectivity field that appears to be associated with

this circulation. That the SSB evolution was the pre-

ferred outcome in the WF environment is not surprising,

as this environment strongly resembles one associated

with large bow echoes [e.g., the progressive derecho of

Johns and Hirt (1987) and Johns (1993)]. What is less

clear is the degree to which the merger facilitates or

accelerates bow-echo development in these cases. While

it would be tempting to conclude that there was a direct

causal effect given the temporal connection between

merger and bow-echo development in a number of these

case, the present data are insufficient to make such an

assessment. Seeing as the squall lines in a number of SSB

cases exhibited varying degrees of bowing prior to the

merger (e.g., Fig. 8b), it is likely that the favorable en-

vironment may play an important role in the development

of bowing structures in these cases. The relative contri-

butions of background environment and the merger–bow-

echo development are currently being investigated using

idealized model simulations, and will be the subject of a

future manuscript.

At the other end of the evolutionary spectrum, we

observed what we have termed embedded bowing (EMB).

In these cases, following the merger, a small-scale bowing

segment develops along the squall line but the entire line

does not evolve into a bow echo (Figs. 7b, 8f–j). This

evolution was only observed in the SF environment, in

four cases total (Table 1). In these situations the supercell

1 For the sake of simplicity, we will assume an eastward-moving

squall line oriented north–south, as shown in the schematic in

Fig. 7.
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typically has a direction of motion that is largely parallel to

the squall line’s major axis (Fig. 7b, t 5 1). As the squall

line approaches, it typically weakens or ‘‘breaks’’ in the

vicinity of the supercell (Fig. 7b, t 5 1–2; Fig. 8g). The

forward flank of the supercell then will merge first at the

northern end of this break, followed by the rear flank of

the supercell merging with the line south of the break (Fig.

7b, t 5 3; Fig. 8h). Similar to the SSB evolution pattern, this

process takes approximately 20 min on average in the

EMB cases. Following the merger, the supercell remains

evident as an embedded structure within the squall line,

typically characterized by a notchlike feature within the

FIG. 7. Schematic diagrams illustrating the (a) system-scale bowing, (b) embedded bowing, and (c) hybrid evolutions as they would appear

on radar (gray shading denotes higher radar reflectivity values). The dashed arrows at t 5 1 represent initial supercell motion vectors.
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line (Fig. 7b, t 5 4; Fig. 8h–i). Eventually, this feature

evolves into a small-scale bow echo embedded within the

larger line, sometimes also exhibiting reflectivity swirl

features as discussed for the SSB evolution above, albeit

on a smaller scale (Fig. 7b, t 5 5–6; Fig. 8j). The whole

process from initial merger to embedded bowing structure

can take upward of 1–2 h and thus influence the local or-

ganization of the squall line well after the merger occurs.

The EMB cases often occur in situations where mul-

tiple supercells are present ahead of a comparatively

long squall line, and thus multiple mergers can occur

within a single case leading to a line-echo wave pattern

(LEWP; Nolen 1959) organization of the squall line.

It should also be noted that in these cases there were

often additional bowing structures present away from

the merger (i.e., the gray arrow in Fig. 8j). Thus, it would

appear that in the EMB cases the merger was not

a necessary condition to get a bowing segment, but it still

may have served as a catalyst to promote bowing at a

particular location along the squall line. Additionally, it

makes sense that the EMB evolution was observed ex-

clusively in the SF environment as this environment is

very similar to that commonly associated with LEWP-

type squall lines [e.g., the serial derecho of Johns and Hirt

(1987) and Johns (1993)]. Thus, as in the SSB evolution,

the postmerger in the EMB cases appears to be strongly

governed by the background environment as well.

While the SSB and EMB evolution patterns represent

the extremes on the spectrum of postmerger organiza-

tions, many cases contained features common to both of

these evolutions and are, thus, best described as a hybrid

of the two (Fig. 7c). We found examples of this type of

evolution in both the WF and SF environments (e.g.,

Figs. 9a–e and 9f–j, respectively), although it was more

FIG. 8. Examples of (a)–(e) the system-scale bowing evolution in a WF environment and (f)–(j) the embedded bowing evolution in an

SF environment. Data are WSR-88D 0.58 tilt radar reflectivities from (a)–(e) Fort Worth (KFWS) between 2333 5 May and 0233 6 May

1995 and (f)–(j) Little Rock, AK (KLZK), between 0205 and 0339 UTC 5 Feb 2008. Arrows denote the isolated supercell–merged system

or other features of interest described in the text.
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common in the SF environment, representing the most

frequently observed evolution in that environment (Ta-

ble 1). These cases often begin with a large squall line, as

in the EMB evolution (Fig. 7c, t 5 1); however, as the

supercell approaches, the line weakens and ultimately

dissipates to the north of the merger point (Fig. 7c, t 5 2;

Figs. 9a–c and 9g–h). Similar to the SSB evolution, the

merger process (formation of the permanent 40-dBZ

union) takes approximately 25 min for the hybrid cases.

As the supercell merges, it becomes the north end of

the squall line, proceeding through the Y- and S-shaped

patterns of the echo evolution common to the SSB

evolution (Fig. 7c, t 5 3–4; Figs. 9c–d and 9h–i) and

eventually developing a small-scale bow and comma

echo (Fig. 7c; t 5 5–6; Figs. 9e,j). The primary difference,

however, is that the resultant bow remains similar in

scale to the merged supercell, and while the line may

reorient south of the merger, it does not evolve into a

large bow echo, as seen in the SSB cases (cf. Figs. 7a,c,

t 5 3–6). In fact, in some cases additional embedded

bowing segments are observed away from the merger

location, not unlike what is observed in the EMB cases,

and in several cases multiple mergers occurred and fol-

lowed the hybrid evolution. While the observation of

this evolution in both the WF and SF environments im-

plies that the background environment is not the primary

control, it still appears to play an important role. The

hybrid cases observed in the WF environment appeared

closer to the SSB end of the spectrum (cf. Figs. 8a–e and

9a–e), while those observed in the SF environment had

more similarities with the EMB evolution (cf. Figs. 8f–j

and 9f–j). Thus, for a given environment the delineation

between the SSB or EMB and hybrid evolutions may

ultimately come down to storm-scale details such as the

FIG. 9. Examples of the hybrid evolution in (a)–(e) a WF environment and (f)–(j) an SF environment. Data are WSR-88D 0.58 tilt radar

reflectivities from (a) Amarillo, TX (KAMA), at 0302 UTC 16 May 2003; (b)–(e) Frederick, OK (KFDR), from 0335 to 0533 UTC 16 May

2003; and (f)–(j) Topeka, KS (KTWX), between 2203 UTC 23 Mar and 0008 UTC 24 Mar 2009. Arrows denote the isolated supercell/

merged system or other features described in the text.
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relative size or maturity of the squall line–supercell or the

relative location of the merger. For instance, both the

SSB and hybrid evolution patterns appear to follow from

mergers that occur near the north end of the line, while

the EMB evolution follows mergers that occur near the

middle of the squall line. The relative importance of

merger location is currently being investigated using

idealized numerical simulations, the results of which will

be reported upon in a future paper.

To summarize, the overwhelming majority of the

merger cases that we examined produced an ultimate

storm organization that resembled a bow echo. The be-

havior ranged from the development of a large bow echo

(the SSB evolution), seen in most of the WF cases, to

a small-scale bowing segment embedded within a larger

line (the EMB evolution) seen in several SF cases. The

remaining cases, primarily in the SF environment,

evolved as a hybrid of these extremes. These patterns of

evolution are consistent with those of nonmerger bow

echoes observed for similar weakly and strongly forced

environments by Johns and Hirt (1987) and Johns (1993).

In these studies, large-scale bow echoes [i.e., the pro-

gressive derecho of Johns and Hirt (1987, their Fig. 3)]

tended to be associated with more weakly forced events,

while lines with smaller-scale embedded bow echoes [i.e.,

the serial derecho of Johns and Hirt (1987, their Fig. 6)]

were associated with strongly forced events.

d. Velocity analysis

In addition to examining the reflectivity features as-

sociated with squall-line–supercell merger events, we

were also interested in examining what happens to the

velocity signatures associated with these two modes when

the merger occurs. Specifically, how does the existing

mesocyclone associated with the supercell evolve as the

merger takes place, and what influence might this have

on subsequent storm organization? To facilitate com-

parison among multiple cases, we focused our analysis

on azimuthal shear calculated from the dealiased radial

velocity data as a means of identifying and tracking

rotational features. As discussed in section 2, these data

were interpolated to a three-dimensional grid and sub-

jectively sorted, so that only those data associated with

the premerger supercell and merged system were

evaluated.

One of the most basic questions pertaining to the

evolution of the supercell’s mesocyclone in these cases is

whether or not it remains evident following the merger

(i.e., does the mesocyclone persist within the merged

system?). To address this question, we tracked azimuthal

shear values over time associated with each supercell and

its subsequent merged system. This was done both by

looping images, and looking at plan-view plots of the

accumulated azimuthal shear over time to produce ro-

tation tracks associated with these features (e.g., Fig. 10).

In most cases, the rotational signature initially associated

with the supercell could be tracked in a linear fashion

following the merger. The exact evolution of the rota-

tional features postmerger varied considerably, with azi-

muthal shear weakening (e.g., Figs. 10b,d), remaining

constant (Fig. 10c), or intensifying (Fig. 10a) after the

merger depending on the case. Additionally the direction

of the rotation tracks varied after the merger as well, al-

though most cases either saw little change in the path of

rotation (approximately 50% of cases; e.g., Figs. 10b,d),

or a turn to the right relative to the initial supercell mo-

tion (approximately 36% of cases; e.g., Figs. 10a,c). Most

of the cases exhibiting no change in direction occurred in

the SF environment, while examples in both environ-

ments were found that turned to the right. We interpret

this as representing two different avenues for supercell

behavior postmerger. The cases where the rotation

track is largely unchanged indicates a sustenance of su-

percell features postmerger, as the storm does not appear

to be disrupted or altered by the squall line. This is con-

sistent with the embedded supercell period of the evo-

lution seen in some of the SF cases (e.g., the EMB

evolution; Fig. 7b, t 5 4). The cases where there is a

pronounced turn to the right likely indicate that the

supercell has acquired a motion vector similar to the

squall line’s, suggesting that the squall line is playing

a dominant role in the merger in these cases. Which

supercell pathway occurs may depend on the storm-

scale details of a given event, including the strength of

the squall line’s cold pool.

To better understand the details of the evolution of

rotation features associated with the merger case, the

maximum azimuthal shear associated with the supercell,

and eventual merged system was examined over time

and height for each merger case. From the example WF

cases shown in Fig. 11, it is clear that the details of this

evolution vary from case to case; however, there are

some common features that stand out. In most of the WF

cases, azimuthal shear is observed to weaken around the

time of merger (t 5 0 in Figs. 11a–f). For some cases this

occurs just after the merger (e.g., Figs. 11a,b,d), while in

other cases it appears to precede, or occur coincident

with, the merger (e.g., Figs. 11c,e,f). Following this ini-

tial decline in rotation around the merger time, a sub-

sequent reintensification of rotation was often observed

(e.g., Figs. 11a,c,d,e,f). Generally, this reintensification

was concentrated in lower levels than the premerger

supercell rotation (e.g., generally below 3 km AGL;

Figs. 11a,c,d,f), although in some cases a strong, deep,

rotational feature developed (Fig. 11e). We interpret the

initial decline in azimuthal shear as resulting from a
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broadening of the circulation that appears to closely

follow the merger in a number of the WF cases (e.g.,

Figs. 12a–d and 12e–h). As the diameter between the

maximum inbound and outbound winds increases,

the azimuthal shear (e.g., vertical vorticity) decreases.

The comparatively broad postmerger circulations were

generally observed north of the bow, collocated ini-

tially with the S-shaped echo (Figs. 12c,g), and later the

reflectivity swirl/comma echo structures (Figs. 12d,h)

common to the observed reflectivity evolutions. In

most cases this circulation was strongest in the low to

midlevels (e.g., at or below 3 km AGL; Fig. 12), con-

sistent with a shift in the maximum azimuthal shear to

lower levels postmerger (Fig. 11). Qualitatively, these

postmerger circulations appear very similar to the line-

end vortices often observed with bow echoes (e.g.,

Weisman and Davis 1998; Atkins et al. 2004). From the

observations it is unclear whether these features facil-

itate the developing bow echo, or are instead a result

of it.

The mechanism responsible for reintensification of

low-level rotation later on (e.g., after t 5 130 min in

Fig. 11a and t 5 115 min in Figs. 11d,e) is less clear. As

discussed above, the postmerger circulations in many

of the WF cases appeared to be qualitatively similar to

line-end vortex structures. However, line-end vortices

tend to reside in the midlevels [e.g., 3–6 km AGL;

Weisman and Davis (1998); Atkins et al. (2004)], whereas

the features in Figs. 11a,c–f become maximized in low

levels over time (e.g., below 3 km AGL by t 5 40 min.).

This is more often observed with squall-line meso-

vortices (e.g., Funk et al. 1999; Weisman and Trapp

2003; Trapp and Weisman 2003; Atkins et al. 2004;

Atkins and St. Laurent 2009a,b), which tend to be

smaller in scale and focused at lower levels. Figure 13

provides an example of mesovortices associated with

one of our cases. Following the merger, the original

supercell circulation (labeled SC in Figs. 13a–c) moves

rearward relative to the developing bow echo, while

multiple mesovortices develop just north of the apex of

the bow echo (labeled MV1–MV3 in Figs. 13b–d) and

move rearward along a similar path as the remnant

supercell circulation. Similar to the initial supercell

circulation, several of these mesovortices widen over

time, appearing to evolve toward line-end vortices (e.g.,

MV1 in Figs. 13c–d). Thus, the postmerger low-level

maximum in rotation may result from the presence of

line-end vortex and mesovortex features, both of which

FIG. 10. Maximum azimuthal shear (s21, shaded as shown) accumulated over time to produce rotation tracks

associated with the supercell and merged system from (a) the 18 Apr 2009 WF case, (b) supercell 1 in the 10 Nov 2002

SF case, (c) the 30 May 2008 WF case, and (d) supercell 4 in the 6 Feb 2008 SF case. The vertical dashed black lines

indicate the longitude of the merger in each case.
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were present in our cases, and both of which are often

observed with bow echoes.

Several common rotational features were also ob-

served in the SF cases; however, these represent a slightly

different evolution than that seen in the WF cases. First,

in a number of SF events, azimuthal shear is observed to

increase prior to the merger at varying depths throughout

the troposphere (e.g., Figs. 14b,d,e,f). While this may

simply be capturing fluctuations in intensity common to

the life cycle of supercell thunderstorms, it is also possible

that the squall lines in these cases are altering the local

environment in a way that favors storm rotation, as hy-

pothesized by LaPenta et al. (2005). While the present

observations are insufficient to ascertain to what extent

this may be occurring, it has been well documented that

squall lines can perturb the nearby wind and thermody-

namic fields (e.g., Lafore and Moncrieff 1989; Nicholls

et al. 1991; Weisman and Davis 1998; Fovell 2002; Trier

and Sharman 2009; Bryan and Parker 2010), and the

impact that such changes may have on nearby storms

deserves further consideration in a future study.

A second common feature to these cases, which shares

a similarity with the WF cases, is that the strongest rota-

tion generally becomes confined to lower levels (e.g., be-

low 3 km AGL) following the merger (Figs. 14a,b,d,e,f).

However, in contrast to the WF cases, there is no signifi-

cant weakening of the initial rotation prior to the de-

velopment of this low-level feature. Rather, it appears that

the low-level rotation gradually becomes dominant as the

mid- and upper-level rotation weakens. As with the WF

cases, an analysis of the actual radial velocity data sheds

some light on how to interpret this behavior. In many of

the SF cases the postmerger circulation does not appear to

broaden as much as those in the WF cases (e.g., Figs. 12i–l

and 12m–p), which may account for the maintenance of

strong rotation following the merger. This is more consis-

tent with the maintenance of an embedded supercell-type

feature, as suggested in the EMB reflectivity evolutions.

FIG. 11. Time vs height plots of maximum azimuthal shear [contoured, (s21), as per color scheme on right side of figure] associated with

the isolated supercell (premerger) and merged system (postmerger) for the (a) 6 May 1995, (b) 21 Apr 2007, (c) 9 May 2008, (d) 29 May

2008, (e) 18 Apr 2009, and (f) 6 May 2009 WF cases. Time is in a merger-relative framework, with t 5 0 corresponding to the merger time,

which is annotated with a vertical black line.
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FIG. 12. Constant-height, ground-relative WSR-88D velocity data (m s21, shaded as shown) and 45-dBZ radar reflectivity contour from

(a)–(d) Frederick, OK, on 15 May 2003 at 3 km AGL; (e)–(h) Vance Air Force Base, OK, on 18 Apr 2009 at 2 km AGL, (i)–(l) Wichita,

KS, on 25 May 2008 at 3 km AGL, and (m)–(p) Topeka, KS, on 23 Mar 2009 at 2 km AGL. In all panels dashed circles represent

approximate diameters of the circulation features initially associated with the premerger supercell. Black arrows point toward the radar

location in panels where it is outside the plotting area; otherwise, the radar location is denoted by a black 3. Radar reflectivities from the

cases in (a)–(d) and (m)–(p) are also presented in Figs. 9a–e and 9f–j, respectively.
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e. Storm reports

As a means of quantifying the impact of squall-line–

supercell mergers on severe weather production, we

examined storm reports associated with the each of our

cases. This includes reports of tornadoes, wind . 25 m s21

(;50 kt, where 1 kt 5 0.514 m s21), and hail . 2.0 cm

(;0.75 in., where 1 in. 5 2.54 cm) in diameter associated

with the isolated supercell(s) and the portion(s) of the

squall line involved in the merger(s),2 and the subsequent

merged system(s) in each case. Past studies have revealed

drawbacks to the Storm Data report database, including

inconsistencies and errors in the times and locations as-

sociated with some reports (e.g., Witt et al. 1998; Trapp

et al. 2006), and an obvious bias toward populated

areas [i.e., severe weather is only reported when there

is someone around to report it; e.g., Weiss et al. (2002)].

Additionally, wind and hail reports suffer from the draw-

back that they are recorded as point observations rather

than representing a more realistic path or swath of dam-

age, making them less representative of the actual event

(e.g., Doswell et al. 2005). In light of this, we attempted to

tread carefully in our analysis of the severe storm reports,

and the conclusions that we drew from them.

To relate the severe reports to the merger itself, we

focused on the reports that occurred within an hour

before and after the merger. Since the mergers were

observed to take between 20 and 30 min on average

(depending on the evolution), we define the ‘‘merger’’ as

FIG. 13. (a)–(d) Constant-height, ground-relative WSR-88D velocity data [m s21, positive (outbound) values shaded as shown, and

negative (inbound) values contoured using the same color scheme] and (e)–(f) radar reflectivity from KFWS at 3 km AGL from 0054 to

0227 UTC 6 May 1995. In all panels dashed circles represent the approximate diameters of the circulation initially associated with the

premerger supercell (labeled SC) and subsequent mesovortices (labeled MV). White (black) arrows point toward the radar location in

(b)–(d) [(f)–(h)] where it is outside the plotting area; otherwise, the radar location is denoted by a black 3.

2 Only reports the occurred within 50 km of the portion of the

squall line eventually involved in the merger were counted, as in

some cases the squall line extended for 10s or 100s of kilometers

away from the merger location. This was done subjectively using

radar animations to track the section of the squall line eventually

involved in the merger backward in time and, generally, was re-

stricted to the time period where the merging supercell was also

present.
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a 30-min window starting at the time of first observed

40-dBZ radar echo interaction. While it would be tempt-

ing to try to make a detailed assessment of severe weather

production at a specific time in the storm’s evolution, the

apparent uncertainty inherent in the storm report da-

taset precludes such an analysis. Instead, we examined

the storm reports in terms of 30-min time windows over

the hour before and after merger occurrence. We looked

first at the raw reports occurring over this time, to de-

termine the case-to-case variability and gain a general

overview of the distribution of reports (plotted in Figs. 15

and 16). Additionally for each case we calculated the

fraction of each report type (wind, hail, tornado) that

occurred during the merger and each 30-min time bin

before and after the merger. These were then averaged

across all of the cases reporting severe weather to pro-

duce an overall picture of when the largest fractions of

severe weather occurred (values presented at the top of

each column in Figs. 15 and 16). This method allows for

quantified comparison between all of our cases despite

substantial ranges in the total numbers of reports (any-

where from 1 to 85 reports) per case.

It is clear from Figs. 15 and 16 that there is a great deal

of case-to-case variability in both the WF and SF envi-

ronments, both in terms of the total numbers of reports,

as well as in their distributions relative to the merger.

There are, however, some patterns that emerge that

appear to differentiate the two environments. In the

WF cases, the largest fraction of severe wind reports

occurs during the time windows during and just follow-

ing the merger (Fig. 15a). This is consistent with an in-

crease in damaging straight-line winds that would be

expected with the formation of bow-echo structures. In

the SF environment, the largest percentage of severe

winds also occurs postmerger; however, it is maximized

30–60 min following the merger (Fig. 16a). This too is

consistent with the observed storm evolution in these

cases, as in many of the SF cases it took longer for the

bow-echo structures to emerge (cf. the EMB evolution

discussed in section 3c), which suggests a delay in the

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 11, but for the (a) 10 Nov 2002, (b) 5 May 2007, (c) 5 Feb 2008, (d) 10 Feb 2009, (e) 23 Mar 2009, and (f) 26 Apr 2009

SF cases. SC2 or SC3 in (a)–(c) identify the data as relating to the second or third supercell merger in these cases, as there were

multiple.
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onset of severe winds. Also striking was the relative

minimum in severe wind reports (10% of the reports for

a given case, on average) during the merger itself for the

SF cases. This may imply that the merger in some way

disrupts the system in the SF cases, leading to a diminished

severe weather threat until the bowing features develop

later on. For both environments the largest fraction of hail

reports occurs prior to the merger, with significantly re-

duced hail during the postmerger time windows (Figs. 15b

and 16b). In most cases these premerger hail reports were

associated with the isolated supercells, consistent with

past observations of large hail being associated more with

isolated supercells than squall lines/bow echoes (e.g.,

Klimowski et al. 2003; Duda and Gallus 2010).

To compare the present work with several past studies

(e.g., Goodman and Knupp 1993; Sabones et al. 1996;

Wolf et al. 1996; Wolf 1998) that have investigated the

role of squall-line–supercell mergers as a trigger for

tornadogenesis, it is of interest to look in detail at the

tornado reports associated with these cases. Looking

first at the WF environment, perhaps one of the more

striking features is the overall dearth of tornado reports,

with half of the WF cases recording no tornado reports

during the 2-h window centered on the merger (Fig.

15c). However, of the cases where tornadoes were ob-

served, the largest fractions of reports occurred for the

time bins during and just after the merger (Fig. 15c).

This suggests the possibility of an enhanced tornado

threat associated with the merger process. One possible

interpretation would be that while tornadoes are clearly

a rare phenomenon in the mean WF environment, in

individual cases where conditions favor tornadogenesis

the merger may play a role in instigating that process.

FIG. 15. Reports of (a) severe wind, (b) severe hail, and (c)

tornadoes, over time for the WF cases indicated along the y axis.

The vertical lines denote 30-min time windows, with the middle

column (labeled ‘‘merger’’) corresponding to the window where

the merger occurs. Percentages at the top of each column indicate

the average fraction of reports that occurred during that time

range, as discussed in the text.

FIG. 16. As in Fig. 15, but for the SF cases indicated along the

y axis.
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The cases associated with the SF environment pro-

duced more tornado reports overall (all but one case

produced at least one tornado report; Fig. 16c), which

is not surprising given the large 0–1-km SRH values

common to this environment (Fig. 6b). However, the

largest fractions of reports occur for the time windows

prior to the onset of merging (Fig. 16c), and a review of

the cases revealed that most of reports were associated

with the isolated supercells. Following the onset of the

merger, there was a marked decline in the fraction of

tornado reports, suggesting a diminished tornado threat

(Fig. 16c). Notably, for both environments, the tornadoes

that do occur postmerger were generally weaker (rated

less than EF2 on the enhanced Fujita scale) and shorter

tracked (,10 km) than those that occurred with the

premerger supercells (Fig. 17) and in many cases were

observed to occur near the ‘‘comma head’’ region of the

postmerger bow echo (not shown). Taken as a whole,

these observations suggest a postmerger tornado threat

consistent with past observations of bow-echo tornadoes

(e.g., Fujita 1978; Wakimoto 1983; Przybylinski 1995;

Atkins et al. 2004; Trapp et al. 2005), as might be ex-

pected given the overall evolution toward bowing struc-

tures in the cases presented.

4. Conclusions and future work

A radar and RUC analysis based study has revealed

two basic environments in which squall-line–supercell

mergers occur, one characterized by strong synoptic

forcing and strong shear (the SF environment), and the

other by weak synoptic forcing and weak-moderate

shear (the WF environment). Across these two envi-

ronments, a spectrum of convective evolutions were

observed, generally leading to the development of bow-

echo structures following the merger. For cases in the WF

environment this was most often characterized by the

entire squall line evolving into a large bow echo following

the merger (the SSB evolution). In the SF environment,

a handful of cases followed an evolution that produced

small-scale bowing segments embedded within a larger

squall line after the merger (the EMB evolution), while

the majority exhibited an evolution best described as

a hybrid of the SSB and EMB (the hybrid evolution).

Analysis of radial velocity data revealed that the evolu-

tion of rotational features during the merger varied be-

tween the WF and SF environments as well. In general,

an initial weakening of the supercell’s mesocyclone was

observed in the WF cases, associated with a broadening of

the circulation as the merger occurs. This appeared to be

qualitatively similar to the development of a line-end

vortex associated with the developing bow echo. In the

SF cases, strong low-level rotation was maintained and

the initial supercell circulation did not broaden as dra-

matically postmerger, suggesting more of an embedded

supercell structure. In both environments, the strongest

rotation became concentrated in lower levels after the

merger occurred.

A number of past studies have examined cases where

the types of mergers discussed in this paper appear to

FIG. 17. EF rating (triangles) and pathlength (squares) vs time for tornadoes in all merger

cases (WF and SF). The black and gray lines represent a fourth-order polynomial trend line fit

to the EF scale and pathlength reports, respectively. The vertical gray line denotes the merger

time.
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lead to tornadogenesis. For the present cases, it would

appear that the importance of the merger in tornado

formation may be linked to the background environ-

ment. A larger fraction of tornado reports occurred

during or just after the merger in the WF environment,

whereas the peak in the SF environment occurred with

the premerger supercells. It is important to note that

while there appeared to be a link between the merger

and tornado production in the WF cases, tornadoes

only occurred in 50% of these cases overall. Given the

overall rarity of tornadoes in general (e.g., Brooks et al.

2003), this is not all that surprising, but it does un-

derscore that the merger alone is likely insufficient to

favor tornadogenesis. Rather, we speculate that in ca-

ses where conditions may be favorable for tornado for-

mation, the merger may in some way serve as an instigator.

This speculation is lent further credence by our obser-

vations of enhanced low-level rotation following the

merger for a number of cases in both the WF and SF

environments (e.g., Figs. 11 and 14), suggesting that

some aspect of the merger appears to favor the de-

velopment of low-level vertical vorticity.

In addition to the possible role in tornadogenesis, our

results also suggest a connection between the merger

and straight-line damaging wind reports, with the

largest fraction of severe wind reports following the

merger in both the WF and SF environments. This

is not a surprising result, given that mergers tended

to favor the development of bow echoes, which have

long been associated with damaging winds (e.g., Fujita

1978). While this is an obvious indication that the

portion of a squall line should be monitored for po-

tential severe weather, the degree to which it may be

more severe than other portions of the squall line is less

clear. In most of the present cases severe weather was

also reported along portions of the squall line not in-

volved in the merger or from other nearby storms that

did not merge. Unfortunately, the current Storm Data

reports are insufficient to try to characterize the rela-

tive severity of these regions. More detailed damage

surveys such as those sometimes performed during field

programs would likely be necessary to make such an

assessment. Thus, we emphasize that the merger likely

represents a location for damaging winds along the

squall line, but it may not be the sole location, nor the

most severe.

Finally, as has been mentioned throughout this man-

uscript, the present observations have been used to iden-

tify common features related to squall-line–supercell

mergers, but have limitations when it comes to re-

vealing the underlying processes responsible for the

observed patterns of behavior. To this end, a follow-on

study is under way using convection-resolving idealized

numerical simulations to delve into the storm-scale

processes at work in these types of events. In particular,

we are interested in the details of interactions between

the squall line’s cold pool and supercell’s mesocyclone,

and how these processes may impact the evolution of

low-level vertical vorticity during the merger processes.

Additionally, we are hoping to shed some further light

on the relative impacts of details such as the location of

the merger along the squall line, the premerger storm

motions, and the role of the background environment in

producing the SSB, EMB, and hybrid postmerger evo-

lutions that have been observed. The results of this work

will be presented in a future paper.
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